
Dinosaur Fossil Find Fun -  treasure hunt  Live and Online 
- event, resource.
If you have a printer available at home just print out
the 6 x A4 clue cards on paper - so your children
have a visual to look for in the treasure hunt part of the 
event fun.
If you don’t have a printer we provide a copy-able outline 
drawing version you can trace or copy.

We do a riddle clue to �nd each of the 6 dinosaurs:

Velociraptor
Triceretops
Parasaurolophus
Diplodocus
Tyrannosaurus Rex
Stegosaurus

You need to put these in view - pinned to the wall or 
on a shelf or similar - within 30-45 seconds looking time of
where in your house you will watch the online video
stream. You can hide extra treats with them if you wish.
Ranger Ron will ask if the children were able to �nd 
the clue points and note the letter shown. You can of course
help little ones with the letters and what it spells during the 
game. 
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Rather than being a larger, human sized dinosaur, 
the Velociraptor was around the size of a Turkey. 

It is also believed to have had feathers.
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Triceratops were 9 metres (30 feet) in length and weighed 
5 tons. The bigger males would have weighed almost as 
much as a Tyrannosaurus.
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Paleontologists think the Parasaurolophus walked on four 
legs (quadrupedal), but that it also had the ability to walk 
on two legs (bipedal).
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Diplodocus measured up to 90 feet (27 meters) long.
This dinosaur was longer than a tennis court and is the 
longest complete dinosaur that scientists have discovered.
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Tyrannosaurus rex measured up to 13m (42ft) in length, 
4m (13ft) at the hip and could weigh up to 7 tons!
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The Stegosaurus had between 17 and 22 protective plates 
on its back.
The spikes on the tail of a Stegosaurus were up to three 
feet in length.


